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ABSTRACT. It is shown that the solution to a finite system of linear 
Volterra integral equations may be expressed in terms of the funda
mental solution to a so-called associated system of ordinary differential 
equations. The only requirement on the kernel is that it be expandable 
in a sufficiently convergent series of continuous matrices. 

1. Introduction. The only goal here will be to establish a representation 
formula for the solution to the finite system of Volterra integral equations 
of the form 

(I) u(x) = cp(x) + K(x, t)u(t) dt, x0 ĝ a fg x < + oo, 

in terms of the solution to a certain infinite system of ordinary differential 
equations. The applicability of the resultant representation formula may 
be varied, but we will show in future work how it leads to stability theorems 
for general integral equations. It may be pointed out here that the nature of 
the representation theorem to be proved is such that an explicit, closed-
form solution may be exhibited whenever such a solution can be found for, 
what will be called, the associated system of ordinary differential equations. 

Let K(x, t) be a continuous k x k matrix (k < +00) on x0 ^ t ^ x 
< + 00, and cp(x) be a continuous fc-vector on [x0, + 00). In a previous 
work [1], we have shown that if U(x, s) satisfies the k x k matrix equation 

(U) (7(x, s) = / + f K(x, t)U{U s) du 
J s 

then the solution to (I) is given by 

u(x) = t/(x, a)(p(a) + U(x, s)cp'(s) ds, 
J a 

provided we make the additional assumption that cpeCl[xQ, +00). If 
d t/(x, s)/ds is continuous, it is easily shown that the alternate representation 
formula 

xdU, Cx dU 
u(x) = cp(x) — —— (x, s)cp(s) ds 

Ja OS 
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holds. These equations are, of course, analogous to the variation of con
stants formula in the theory of ordinary differential equations. These 
representations are related to others in the literature and the connection 
is made in [1]; see also [2]-[4]. 

2. The representation theorem. In another paper [5] concerning stability 
theory for (I), a special case of the theorem below was proved. In that work, 
it was assumed that the kernel is of Pincerele-Goursat type. We see here 
that this restriction may be replaced by the weaker assumption that K(x, t) 
be expandable in a sufficiently convergent series of matrices 

00 

(K) K(x, t) = I A„(x)BM 
n = 1 

Consider the following infinite system of ordinary differential equations 
which we call the associated system : 

d °° 
(ADE) - O J x , 0 = S Bm(x)Ak(x)Q>kn(x, t\ Omn(t, t) = <Smn7, 

for x0 ^ t ^ x < +oo, where ömn is the Kronecker delta and m,n= 1,2,... . 
By a solution, we mean a double sequence of fc x fc matrices Om„(x, t) 
which are continuously differentiable with respect to x ^ t, satisfying 
(ADE). In the theorem below, it is assumed that (ADE) has a solution 
which, for fixed x and t, is bounded uniformly in m, n. This assumption will 
be discussed later in the context of the theory of strong differential equa
tions in a Banach algebra of infinite matrices. Let || • || be any norm on a 
fc x fc matrix. 

THEOREM. Suppose that K(x, t) satisfies (K), where 

00 00 

a(x) = X M„(x)||, p{x) = X ||B„(x)|| 
n= 1 n=1 

define real-valued, integrable functions on every finite subinterval of 
[x0, + oo); and suppose that (ADE) has a solution Omn(x, t) and that there 
exists a real-valued function c(x,t) such that ||Om„(x, t)\\ ^ c(x, t) < +cc , 
x 0 ^ t ^ x < + co, m, n — 1, 2 , . . . , and c(x, t)f}(t) is integrable in t on 
[x0, x]. Then 

r*x oo oo 

(RU) U{x,s) = I+\ I I Am(x)<S>m„(x,t)B„(t)dt, 
J s m—1 n=1 

for x0 ^ s -^ x < +oo. Here the summations and integral may be taken 
in any order. 

PROOF. The convergence and the integrability of the integrand and the 
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interchangeability of the integral and the sums follows from the inequality 
00 00 

X I \\Am(xYbm„(x, t)B„(t)\\ ^ a(x)c(x, t)p(t) < + co 
m-1 n= 1 

and the Lebesgue Monotone Convergence Theorem. Use has also been 
made here of the fact that a convergent, iterated double sum of positive 
terms may be summed in any manner and always to the same sum [9, p. 27]. 
We are, therefore, justified in substituting (RU) into the right-hand side 
of (U), and we complete the proof by direct verification. The indicated 
substitution yields 

/•X 00 Ç /»( 00 00 "] 

ƒ+ H « ) ' + I I Am(t)<l>mn(t,z)Bn(z)dz\dt 
Js i = l I Js m=l n=l J 

/•X 00 

(2.1) = /+ I MxMt)dt 
Js i = l 

/»X 00 Ç>t 00 00 

+ £ Ai{x)Bi{t)\ X E Am(tYbmn(t,z)B„(z)dzdt. 
Jt = s i= 1 Jz = s m = l « = 1 

From this point on we freely make use of the interchangeability of all the 
involved limits in this expression noting only that the justification is 
supplied in a manner as above. Consequently, after a commutation of the 
integral with respect to z with the summation over i and an application 
of Fubini's Theorem, we arrive at 

/»X 00 00 Ç fX 00 ^ 

X X AJLx)\\ BAt) I AJt)<bmn{t,z)dt\Bn(z)dz 
Jz = s 1=1 n = l \jJt = z m = l J 

for the second integral in (2.1). Also, it is easily seen that (ADE) is equivalent 
to the infinite system of integral equations 

r»X oo 

<bjx, 2) = àinl + Bt(t) X AJtWrnJit, z) *• 
J z m= 1 

Hence, this integral simplifies to 

00 00 f*X 00 (*X 

£ X Ai(x)<bin(x,z)Bn(z)dz- X Alx)Blz)dz, 
i = l n = l J z = s i = l J s 

which, upon substitution into (2.1), yields 

GO 00 (*X 

/+ X I Ai(x)<Pin(x,z)Bn(z)dz. 
i= 1 n = l J z = s 

Since this expression is seen to be nothing more than U(x, s) the proof 
is complete. 
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3. On the associated differential equation. We briefly reconsider the 
assumption that (ADE) has a solution <Dww(x, t) which, at each (x, t), has a 
bound c(x, t) independent of m and n. We note that (ADE) can be written as 

dO(x, t)/dx = M(x)0>(x, t), x0 ^ t S x, 

*(*, 0 = I, 

where <X>(x, t) = (<I>mn(x, t)\ M(x) = (Bm(x)An(x)\ and / is the infinite 
identity matrix. If we introduce the Banach algebra Jt^ of infinite matrices 
with finite norm given by 

oo oo 

Halloo = sup X |m0.| or sup £ \mu\ 
i j - i j t = i 

for M = (ml7), rriij real, then the usual existence theory for (ADE) applies 
when M(x) is strongly continuous and we are guaranteed the existence of a 
strongly differentiable solution 0>(x, t) for all x0 ^ t ^ x. Moreover, in the 
theorem, c(x, t) may be taken to be simply K||0(x, Oil (for any sufficiently 
large constant K > 0) which is continuous in t. This is because the arbitrary 
matrix norm ||-|| is equivalent to the norm ||M||fc = sup^J- = 1 |m0| and, 
hence, ||Omn(x, Oil S K\\<bmn(x9 t)\\k ^ K\\<b(x, OIL f° r some constant K > 0. 
Consequently, all the hypotheses in the theorem concerning <E>m„(x, 0 and 
c(x, 0 are satisfied. 

To remark on the strong continuity of M(x) as defined above for (ADE), 
we note that the following simple hypothesis is easily shown to suffice : 

Given any x* e [x0, +oo), there exists an (L0(x*)) e Ji^, 
(H) such that to any s > 0 there exists a ö = ô(e, x*) > 0 for 

which |x - x*| ^(5 implies ||Bt.(x)A/x)- Bi(x*M/x*)|| ^eLtJ{x*). 

The following corollary obtains from this observation. 

COROLLARY. Suppose that K(x, t\ a(x), j8(x) are as in the Theorem and 
that (H) holds. Then the representation (RU) is valid. 

We point out that if K(x, t) can be represented as & finite sum in (K) for 
continuous matrices An, Bn, then all of the hypotheses of this Corollary 
are valid. In this case (ADE) is a finite system of differential equations and 
the sums in (RU) are finite (see [5]). For example, if X(x, 0 is a scalar func
tion for which X(x, 0 = a(x)b(t) for continuous scalar functions a and b, 
then (ADE) reduces to a single, first-order equation, which, of course, can 
be integrated explicitly. Its solution is exp(J* b(z)a(z) dz) which, when 
substituted into (RU), yields the closed form solution 

£/(x,s) = 1 + a(x)b(0exp b(z)a(z)dz\ dt 
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for the fundamental matrix U(x, s). Thus, the explicit solution 

u(x) = (p(x) + a(x) (p(s)b(s)exp b(z)a(z)dz\ ds 

to the integral (I) results. 
The possibility for other Banach algebra settings in the treatment of 

(ADE) and of the hypotheses of the theorem are, of course, quite plausible. 
This possibility will not be discussed here since the above norm is the most 
commonly and conveniently used. 
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